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The A+ Homeschool Planner
This early learning book is sure to be a hit with the young ones in your life. Practice
makes perfect and this book has page after page of letters to practice along with
blank practice pages as well. Over 80 pages of fun and learning activities. Practicing
their ABC's and getting them down early will put them one step ahead as they move
into First grade and beyond!

Pre-K and K Learning to Write Letters Activity Book
Help students practice their math skills with these fun, hands-on activities.

Learning at Home Pre K-3
'An excellent introduction to number systems that is a beautiful wordless picture
book as well. . . Over the course of a year (each picture represents a different month
and time of day) a little town grows up with viewers witnessing the building of
bridges, streets, and railroads. . . . Extraordinary lovely art work.' 'SLJ.

Home Learning Year by Year
Preschool Math at Home: Simple Activities to Build the Best Possible
Foundation for Your Child
"From the education experts at The Princeton Review"--Cover.

Let's Get Ready for Kindergarten!
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What happens when you're stuck in your house with nothing to do? Lucy can't play
with her friends and she can't go outside. When she discovers that her mom is
making her a new mask, her creativity is sparked. Lucy loves masks. They feed her
lively imagination, which sends her to her toy box full of costumes and to wild worlds
of make-believe adventure. With her mask, Lucy becomes a pirate, a queen, a
superhero and more. She doesn't realize that the mask her mom is making is not a
costume mask at all but a Covid-19 mask, and that it will make her a real-life
superhero who can help save the world. In the unsettling world brought about by the
coronavirus, husband and wife team Lisa Sirkis Thompson and John Thompson bring
a light-hearted touch to the serious subject of social distance and personal protection,
as seen through the eyes of an imaginative little girl. As she thinks about what a
mask (at least, her understanding of a mask) enables her to do, Lucy transforms her
playroom into wildly fantastic environments, far beyond the walls of her house. For
young kids trying to understand a new world of masks and isolation, and for parents
searching for stories of comfort and reassurance during the pandemic, Lucy's Mask is
a welcome new addition to reading time. A portion of proceeds from sales of Lucy's
Mask will be donated to frontline workers and first responders.

The Preschool Journey
Mama loves brightly colored flowers and her little penguins too! Tulip, Tiger Lily,
Dandelion, Bluebell, Violet, and Broccoli use red, orange, yellow, blue, purple, and
green to color in their snowy world and paint a colorful surprise for Mama. Will she
know who painted what? Of course she will! But will YOU know? Simple language and
arresting, graphic illustrations introduce readers to the six primary and secondary
colors and the adorable antics of six creative little penguins. A lively text, asking
children to participate by answering questions, makes this an engaging, heartwarming
story that is perfect for bedtime, story time, or anytime.

Beyond Five in a Row
This is Goldilocks as you've never seen her before She is very definitely NOT sweet
and innocent - oh no. She is one of those naughty, haughty little girls who do exactly
as they please, when they please. On her way to buy some muffins, Goldilocks
ignores her mother's instructions and takes a shortcut through the forest. There, she
discovers the three bears' house and saunters right in without even bothering to
knock When the three brown bears return from their very pleasant bike ride, they
can't believe the scenes of destruction that lie before them.

Numbers and Counting
Are you a new pre-k or kindergarten teacher? Have you been re-assigned to one of
these grade levels? This book will help you better understand the unique challenges
teachers of the youngest grades face. Your first year in pre-k or kindergarten can be
tough if you are not prepared in advance. Discover the secrets to a successful first
year and beyond; learn how to prepare for the first day, establish routines and
procedures, manage transitions and much, much more.

4th Grade at Home
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Anti-bias education begins with you! Become a skilled anti-bias teacher with this
practical guidance to confronting and eliminating barriers.

The Most Important Year
A lion, a dog, and a tiger balance apples on their heads.

How Do Dinosaurs Clean Their Rooms?
The Grumpy Morning
This Big Kindergarten Workbook combines popular 32-page School Zone workbooks
into one convenient 320-page volume. Child-friendly exercises and full-color
illustrations make learning fun. Use Big Workbooks to reinforce or review grade-level
skills or prepare for the upcoming school year. Contents include: Numbers 1-12,
Alphabet, Hidden Pictures, Thinking Skills, Transition Math, Reading Readiness Book
1, and Reading Readiness Book 2, Zoo Scholar, Following Directions, and Colors.
(Ages 4-5)

Duck for President
Introduces concepts necessary for children to know before they begin kindergarten,
such as knowing the alphabet, basic shapes and colors, and numbers.

Welcome to Pre-K
What good can a splash of color do in a community of gray? As Mira and her
neighbors discover, more than you might ever imagine! Based on the true story of
the Urban Art Trail in San Diego, California, Maybe Something Beautiful reveals how
art can inspire transformation—and how even the smallest artists can accomplish
something big. Pick up a paintbrush and join the celebration!

Houses and Homes
The most beautiful fish in the entire ocean discovers the real value of personal
beauty and friendship.

Get Set for School
A lifetime of communication skills starts here the ultimate writing workbook for kids
3 to 5 Set kids up to succeed in school with a learn to write for kids guide that
teaches them letters, shapes, and numbers--and makes it fun. My First Learn-toWrite Workbook introduces your early writer to proper pen control, steady line
tracing, new words, and more with dozens of exercises that will engage their minds
and boost their reading and writing comprehension skills. This learn to write for kids
book includes: Build writing muscles During these activities, kids will use their pencil
to follow paths and draw different shapes, so they build their fine motor skills. Fun
and colorful This learn to write for kids workbook brings the skills to life, with
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helpful (and silly) pictures and illustrations. Practice makes perfect While this book
isn't wipeable or erasable, you can keep the writing going with almost 80 full pages
worth of practice space. Get your little one on the right path to reading and writing
with this exciting learn to write for kids workbook.

Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves
Counsels parents and teachers on how to establish strong home-school connections
through family activities that extend learning, outlining parent-participation
homework projects in a range of subjects that are designed to reinforce classroom
teachings. Original.

Hooray for Hat!
Giving your preschooler a great start in math doesn’t have to be complicated. Learn
how to use fun but purposeful games and activities to give your young child the best
possible foundation. Preschool Math at Home will guide you step-by-step as you
introduce your preschooler to the world of numbers. Your child will develop a
thorough understanding of the numbers up to ten, including: counting comparing and
ordering numbers recognizing written numerals beginning addition and subtraction All
of the activities are quick and playful, with lots of movement, manipulatives, and
games. Each takes less than five minutes, with no special materials needed other than
a few household items. Play each game several times for a full year of preschool
math curriculum.

My Book of Numbers, 1-30
Packed with engaging activities, this resource helps teachers plan developmentally
appropriate homework assignments that encourage positive learning experiences and
reinforce home-school connections.

Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons
A step-by-step program that shows parents, simply and clearly, how to teach their
child to read in just 20 minutes a day.

A Fabulous First Year and Beyond
Provide a foundation for essential skills with the Complete Book of PreK. With the
colorful lessons in this workbook, your young learner will strengthen skills that
include colors and shapes, letter and number recognition, and handwriting. The
Complete Book series provides a dynamic way for students in prekindergarten to
grade 4 to master essential skills. Each vivid workbook guides students through a
variety of engaging activities in phonics, reading comprehension, math, and writing.
Challenging concepts are presented in simple language with easy-to-understand
examples, while stickers and full-color illustrations capture students’ interest. The
Complete Book series is a thorough, comprehensive guide to grade-level success.

Big Kindergarten Workbook
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Saddle stiched student workbook

Chalkboard Teacher Plan Book
Featuring compelling, detailed narratives, this is the first book to provide an eyeopening look at why pre-K matters for children and society, what it should look like
and do, and what it takes to create good pre-K programs.

Penguins Love Colors
Introduces the youngest students to numbers up to 30, reinforcing early recognition
and number-writing skills with connect-the-dot games, tracing activities and more, in
a volume complemented by a confidence-building certificate of achievement. Original.

Maybe Something Beautiful
With exquisitely detailed illustrations, an invented language, and tragiscomic flair,
Carson Ellis invites readers to imagine the dramatic possibilities to be found in even
the humblest backyard.

Going Up!
This bath book made of soft, floatable, nontoxic, latex-free foam is ideal for play in
the bath or pool. Readers can pop out the train cars and the curvy, interlocking tracks
to build a long locomotive, and learn to count from 1 to 4 as one engineer calls out
hello, two cats meow from the boxcar, and so on. Safe and nontoxic. Full-color
illustrations. Consumable.

Learning at Home, PreK–3
THE ESSENTIAL PRESCHOOL WORKBOOK TO ENSURE YOUR CHILD GETS
AHEAD AT HOME 120 pages packed with learning and writing activities For ages
2-4 Large size 8.5" x 11" pages with glossy cover Workbook has 4 sections for fun
learning: Master The Alphabet, Learn Numbers (1-20) - Plus Their Spellings,
Discover Animals and Spell & Write Their Names, The Essential Shapes Kids Must
Know - And How To Write Them Correctly Kid-friendly workbook with words of
encouragement as they complete the sections Each part builds on the previous one to
expand skills and create confidence Boost your child's numeracy, literacy and
knowledge from home with this fun preschool workbook. Filled with preschool
activities for fun and easy learning. Includes pre-k alphabet, abc, counting, reading,
writing and numbers. Perfect pre k homeschool education workbook for reading,
writing and covering the core curriculum. Toddlers and prek kids will love this grade
workbook for home school. It makes a great activity workbook for kids ages 2-4 and
3-5.

At-Home Tutor Math, Prekindergarten
From the New York Times bestselling creators of Click, Clack, Moo, comes an
entertaning introduction to politics. My fellow Americans: It is our pleasure, our
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honor, our duty as citizens to present to you Duck for President. Here is a duck who
began in a humble pond. Who worked his way to farmer. To governor. And now,
perhaps, to the highest office in the land. Some say, if he walks like a duck and talks
like a duck, he is a duck. We say, if he walks like a duck and talks like a duck, he will
be the next president of the United States of America. Thank you for your vote.

Complete Book of PreK
If your child is between the ages of 2 and 5, the word preschool has been on your
mind. Maybe thinking about preschool puts you in a panic and you have no idea where
to begin! The Preschool Journey is a resource that will ease your worries and help
prepare your child for kindergarten. This curriculum includes: * Detailed explanations
of what should be covered during thepreschool years * Ideas on how to set up and
organize your preschool at home * Curriculum for an entire preschool year (designed
for ages 3-4, but it can be easily adapted for 2-year-olds or 5-year-olds.) * 26 weeks
of lesson plans centered around alphabet letters *Crafts, games, hands-on activities,
and a list of books to read each week * 50 pages of printables to use with these
hands-on learning activities. The brain develops most rapidly between birth and age
5, making the preschool years a crucial part of a child's education. Build a strong
foundation for your child's education, starting with The Preschool Journey.

Ten Apples Up on Top!
The A+ Homeschool Planner is your all-in-one teaching companion to plan, record,
and celebrate your progress for a successful year of homeschooling. Homeschooling
gives you the flexibility to teach what you want, the way you want. From big picture
goals to day-to-day lessons, The A+ Homeschool Planner helps you figure out and
keep track of what a great homeschool year looks like for your family. Whatever the
lesson is, this handy homeschool planner maps out how your education goals develop
over the months, weeks, and days of the school year. With space to record grades
and observations, The A+ Homeschool Planner allows you to plan and evaluate your
children's growth and progress. Suitable to a variety of planning preferences, this
homeschool planner will help you manage your home classroom with: Homeschool
lesson plans for up to 6 children including calendars for mapping out over the days,
weeks, and months of the school year Dedicated space for recording weekly grades
and attendance from the beginning of the homeschool year to the end to meet state
regulations Motivational quotes and tips on homeschool that provide inspiration to
teach and insight on how to best balance your home and school life Design
homeschool lessons according to your family's values and learning style. The A+
Homeschool Planner keeps you focused on the lessons that matter most to your
family.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
It's raining outside so Andy and his friends play dress-up to act like monsters and
dinosaurs.

Anno's Counting Book
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Elephant wakes up grumpy—until ding, dong! What’s in the surprise box at the front
door? A hat! HOORAY FOR HAT! Elephant marches off to show Zebra, but Zebra is
having a grumpy day, too—until Elephant shares his new hat and cheers up his friend.
Off they march to show Turtle! The parade continues as every animal brightens the
day of a grumpy friend. An irresistible celebration of friendship, sharing, and fabulous
hats.

The Rainbow Fish
A cow's moo sets off a chain reaction in which the other animals on the farm speak
out in their own way to let the farmer's wife know she is late to feed them.

Get Ready to Sail
Explains what little dinosaurs do to keep their rooms neat.

My First Learn to Write Workbook
An elevator ride to a birthday party turns into a shared experience bursting with joy
in this multicultural story about community, togetherness and the special feeling of
belonging. Today is Olive’s birthday party, and Sophie and her dad have baked
cookies. Sophie’s dad holds the platter so Sophie can push the elevator button for the
tenth floor. But on the way up, the elevator stops for the Santucci brothers. Then, for
Vicky, Babs, and their dog, Norman. And, as the elevator ascends, more neighbors
squeeze in: the Habibs, the Flores family, Mr. Kwan. Everyone’s going to the party!
Such a wonderful, close-knit building — kids will want to move right in!

Du Iz Tak?
Finally, homeschoolers have a comprehensive guide to designing a homeschool
curriculum, from one of the country's foremost homeschooling experts. , Rebecca
Rupp presents a structured plan to ensure that your children will learn what they
need to know when they need to know it, from preschool through high school. Based
on the traditional pre-K through 12th-grade structure, Home Learning Year by Year
features: The integral subjects to be covered within each grade Standards for
knowledge that should be acquired by your child at each level Recommended books
to use as texts for every subject Guidelines for the importance of each topic: which
knowledge is essential and which is best for more expansive study based on your
child's personal interests Suggestions for how to sensitively approach less academic
subjects, such as sex education and physical fitness From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Lucy's Mask
Focusing on the very basic principles of science including the five senses, weather,
seasons, animal babies, and more,DK Workbooks: Science: Pre-K will help
preschoolers learn and understand first science concepts. Help your child move to
the head of the class! DK Workbooks: Science is an innovative series of workbooks
aligned to school curriculum that helps make learning easy and fun. Each title is
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packed with exercises and activities to strengthen knowledge from the science
lessons taught in school. Developed in consultation with curriculum experts, these
science workbooks reinforce learning and understanding of key concepts such as
force and motion, materials, and ecosystems. A parents' section contains answers,
tips, and guidance to provide support, and a certificate of achievement will reinforce
confidence in kids by rewarding their accomplishments. Supports the Common Core
State Standards.

DK Workbooks: Science, Pre-K
The world is full of houses. Big houses and little houses. Houses that stay in one
place and houses that move from place to place. Some houses are made of wood or
stone; others are made from mud or straw. But all of them are made for families to
live in.

Learn at Home Preschool Numbers, Letters, Shapes & Animals for Kids
Ages 2-4
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